
STARCO joins forces with original equipment manufacturers across Europe to develop 

and deliver standard or bespoke quality wheel solutions that improve performance of 

agricultural implements. Maxam Flotxtra MS961R works hard in the fi eld and well on 

the road.

In the fi eld

Soil protection

  Optimum protection of grass sward and crops by 

rounded tread lug edges. 

  Low soil compaction by wide tread lugs construction 

and better pressure distribution in the footprint due 

to tread stiff ness

Lateral stability

  Excellent lateral grip by special block design with 

multi oriented faces combined with excellent 

selfcleaning properties

MAXAM Flotxtra MS961R 

On the road

Durability & mileage

  Full steel construction extremely robust to perforation.

  Excellent mileage performance thanks to special 

rubber compound

Safety

  Limited stone and mud retention due to optimum 

tread geometry. Excellent directional stability due 

nearly continuous central rib and tread stiff ness
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The e-coat is an electrodeposition coating process, in which 
steel wheels are given a priming coat that will prevent rust and 
corrosion throughout the normal working life of the wheel.

The coating process is environmentally friendly and serves as a 
rust prevention coating in itself - and also as an excellent primer 
to prepare the wheel for subsequent bespoke painting.

By this STARCO is using the latest automotive nanotechnology 
pre-treatment. 

STARCO is the only manufacturer of pressed wheels with e-coat 
technology.About e-coating

STARCO – a Kenda company 

STARCO has been a pioneering force in the wheel and tyre industry for more than 55 years. Today, 550 STARCOnians make up a great team bound by a passion to develop, manufacture and 

deliver clever wheel solutions. STARCO’s specialty is low and high volume standard and bespoke complete wheels for a wide range of applications – from the smallest wheelbarrow or trailer, 

to large agricultural or industrial machines and implements. 

With factories in the UK, Croatia and China, as well as eight sales and distribution locations across Europe, STARCO has a widespread distribution network. STARCO is a part of the Kenda Group 

that is one of the world’s leading tyre and tube manufacturers with factories all over the world and 10,000 employees globally.

 Learn more at starco.com 

Size Type LI/SS Rim inch. S.W. mm O.D.  mm S.L.R. mm R.C. mm

600/50R22.5 IMP TL 159 D AG20.00×22.5 611 1172 527 3550

500/60R22.5 IMP TL 155 D AG16.00×22.5 503 1172 527 3550

560/60R22.5 IMP TL 161 D AG16.00×22.5 543 1244 560 3770

560/45R22.5 IMP TL 152 D AG16.00×22.5 543 1076 484 3260

710/40R22.5 IMP TL 161 D AG24.00×22.5 727 1140 513 3455

600/55R26.5 IMP TL 165 D AG20.00×26.5 611 1333 600 4040

650/55R26.5 IMP TL 169 D AG20.00×26.5 645 1389 625 4210

710/50R26.5 IMP TL 170 D AG24.00×26.5 727 1383 622 4190

800/45R26.5 IMP TL 174 D AG28.00×26.5 828 1393 627 4220

650/65R30.5 IMP TL 176 D AG20.00×30.5 645 1621 729 4910

710/50R30.5 IMP TL 167 D AG24.00×30.5 727 1485 668 4500

750/60R30.5 IMP TL 181 D AG24.00×30.5 754 1675 754 5075


